
COFFEE MACHINE
Y O U R  O F F I C E

S U P P L I E R



SMALL OFFICE

Dr. Coffee C11

Dr. Coffee C12

C1 automatic coffee machine is ideal for workplace use.
Equipped with commercial brewing technology and with 15
custom coffee preferences ensuring excellent quality coffee
for all coffee drinkers.

C12 is a fully automatic coffee machine ideal for small office
spaces. It offers consistent performance and professional
quality coffee with just one click. Save up to 15 customised
beverages. You can enjoy barista-style quality coffee at work,
any time of the day.



Dr.Coffee Minibar

Dr.Coffee F11

Compact. Elegant. Excellent.
Dr. Coffee Minibar offers full control and customisation
throughout the day. Perfect for the office or meeting room. 
The large full colour LED touch screen allows for custom
branding and imaging, and with it’s elegant light bar, will stand
out in your office environment.

The F11 from DR. COFFEE is the ideal coffee machine for small
and medium-sized businesses. With its compact size matches,
ceramic grinder and dual-mode brewing system, this
countertop coffee machine will bring you a fantastic
experience and tremendous coffee.

Franke A300 
The Franke A300 is packed with features and technology that
ensure a premium coffee experience. Thanks to its patented,
Franke heating system and wide range of temperature
settings, the A300 makes it easy to prepare espresso and
many other beverages to barista standard.

MEDIUM OFFICE



Elevate your office coffee experience with the sleek and
contemporary Franke A600 Bean To Cup Coffee Machine.
Engineered with Swiss precision, this automatic coffee
machine is the perfect addition to your office space. 

LARGE OFFICE
Dr.Coffee F2 Plus 

Carimali Armonia Soft Plus 

The Dr Coffee F2 Plus is small in size but packs a punch of
flavor. Featuring innovative fresh brewing technology, these
stylish compact machines deliver high-quality, rich-tasting
coffee that rivals traditional bar machines found in coffee
shops. Perfect for large offices, as well as meeting rooms,
these machines are a stylish addition to any workspace.

Carimali Armonia Soft Plus is defined by a 7 inch touch screen
display, completely customisation depending on the user
demands.
Up to 30 drink selection can be loaded (max.10 per page), like
coffee drinks, milk-based drinks, instant products and hot
water. 

Franke A600



Freshly roasted in sydney.
Beans! A blend of Brazilian and Costa Rican origins,

combining Arabica beans and an aromatic
Robusta bean for a sweet, intense and creamy
pure coffee flavour.

Full, rich body and floral aroma with prominent
citrus flavours as an espresso, meanwhile offering
a strong kick to cut through the milk-based
beverage.

This blend of Arabica and Robusta represent the
signature flavour of many cafés around Australia
with notes of cocoa, caramelised cherry, and
brown spice; and featuring a lovely smooth
mouthful.

Its lingering richness conveys these flavours fully
as both espresso and long black, and when paired
with milk, it delivers a sweet, velvety-textured
cocoa and hazelnut flavour profile.

Leggera 100% Arabica pecifically designed to be
smooth with a light roasted espresso blend and
soft lavender aroma. Furthermore, it features
notes of caramel meringue and dark berries,
perfect for your espresso. 

The blend has impressed the industry's top coffee
connoisseurs and local punters alike.

Our perfectly dark roasted hand-selected arabica
beans create an amazing flavour of dark cocoa
followed by buttery caramel almond notes rich
syrupy body finished with a hint of cherry bean
floral.

This coffee comes from the speciality coffee area
in Northern Peru and is grown under a canopy of
shade.

Soft acidity with a rich, thick taste and
unforgettable cocoa aftertaste. Very gentle,
subtle flavour and perfect for any coffee making.


